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“Eight Keys to Make Huge Money Online”
This e-book is your How-To guide to earn six figure
income online.
All the needed keys to achieve success in the internet
are summarize into one e-book.
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Author’s Background

INTRODUCTION

Well, since you buy this book or grab it for free, that does not matter anymore, I
think that you have an interest on this e-book, since reading the title. From the
title itself, it is very appealing though “MAKE MONEY ONLINE”.
I write this e-book, because many of us want to earn money or make money with
the use of internet, well of course, who does not want to make money with their
computer, and just sitting all day.
My goal, why I write this e-book is to help other people struggling in their life,
especially on the financial aspect. And finding a source of money might either be
easy or extremely difficult. Finding jobs, takes a lot of time and needs some
degree to make some decent money.
But many people forget about internet as a source of income, they think only as a
means of communication or a social gathering or finding some places. But this
where many people are wrong, internet today is like an gold mine now, where
some people earn huge money using only their computers at the comfort of their
own home.
Yes, internet is a gold mine but there is this one big problem that many of us
people faces, we cannot find an entrance for the gold mine, so that we have our
share in that gold mine.
I know that maybe you read some articles about money in the internet or hearing
your neighbor is earning online and some news about making money online.
It is a challenge to get your share in the gold mine when you cannot even enter in
the gold mine itself.
I myself in the past faces this similar problems, but constant learning, reading and
experience a lot of failures, I finally get some share on the gold mine or make
money using the internet.

Since, you read the entire introduction, I know you are eager to make money
online at the comfort of your own home. But there is one thing I want you to do,
just finish reading this e-book, I guarantee that you will have something to learn
here.

CHAPTER ONE
Identify your Niche

“Very narrow areas of expertise can be very productive. Develop your
own profile. Develop your own niche”

By:
Leigh Steinberg

Many huge companies are now using internet, to have more exposure on their
products, there services and other their things. Many of this sites, use affiliate
marketing to promote the products and services they offer, this means that many
people can now work online, without going out their own home. This could also
means, more income for us.
Internet today is very different 10 years ago, many people now are using it as
means of communications or even source of their income.
This is so true, internet today is flooded with billions of dollars from many big and
well-known companies. And internet plays now a vital role for this companies
success, which why they invested a lot in internet marketing.
But, you’re main question now is “How am I going to tap on those billions of
dollars?”.
Before, I will answer that, you need to understand that internet today also, is
being flooded with many websites that aims only to SCAM the people like you. Be
vigilant on internet, don’t fall immediately on offers about “Get Rich Quick” sign.
Also, there are multiple ways to earn huge money online depending on the type
you want. If you love writing a book, you can self-publish it and earn from it. Or
you are type of person that loves to sell something, their also place where you
can do that. Hmm, you are type of person that loves to work at home, there is
also a place for that.
To answer your question now, I will provide you a number of steps:

1.

Identify your “thing”

What I mean on this, is you must identify what is passion, like you love sell
something or any products or you love writing a book.

Identifying your “thing”, is very crucial because if you chose niche, I’m pretty sure
that you will failed in the end.

2.

Competitors are everywhere now

Yes, what niche you’ve chosen, competitors are everywhere, they may have more
experience than yourself or they even know how the market or internet works.

But don’t discourage on competitors you have, instead take it as a challenge,
stand out yourself to them and prove them wrong.

3.

Do a research on your chosen niche

Research is very important here, because you can make something new in your
chosen niche or “thing”, which will benefit you in the end like earning huge
amount of money online or just follow on what others do, which may lead you to
a difficulty on standing out from your competitors.

Also, today’s trend is more on data technology, where data plays a crucial role to
your success or failure. The more data you gather about your chosen niche or
“thing”, the more likely you will succeed.

4.

Always be aware of SCAMS

Scams are on internet also now, this are the websites where they can make
money out of you, because you will spend something from them. This could be
very heart breaking if you fall into it.

Don’t be fool on some kind of offers, which is cheap or “get rich quick” scheme,
because I’m very sure that those offers are only SCAMS.

With the list above, I’m hoping that I answer the questions in your mind right
now. Just use the four steps above and you will be on your ways to earn those
huge money.
Always put in your mind, if you are just starting out, don’t expect to earn
immediately or see any earnings at all, because it will devastate you within just
few weeks.
Based on my experience, you cannot see any earnings at all, but try to motivate
yourself to work hard and put a lot of effort every day. Because at the end of day,
only you can benefit what you are doing or you are only who will suffer to
something.

These following sites are Legitimate and you can definitely make or earn yourself
huge money online:
1.

Neobux (Pay to click website)

2.

Clixense (Pay to click Website)

3.

Strong Future International Marketing Group (Affiliate Network)

4.

Amazon Kindle (If you loves to write an Ebook)

5.

Amazon Affiliates (Affiliate Marketing)

6.

Upwork (For Freelancers)

7.

Ebay (For selling old products)

8.

Clickbank (Affiliate Marketing)

CHAPTER TWO
Reading Is Everything

“Reading is your basic tool in achieving success”
By: Unknown

In chapter one, you found a legitimate site or companies online that you think
that you can earn thru them. You check everything about the site and made your
mind that this the right site for you. So, you sign up with them and confirmed the
registration using your own email.

This is applicable for Affiliate Marketing, Network Marketing, and Pay to click
sites
For the first time, you are now logging to the site. Upon entering the site, you are
being overwhelmed by this a lot of drop downs and other information in the site.
But, you need to do here first, is just calm yourself, because you might get
confused easily and you may decide not continue.

Here are the things you need to do after logging in:

1. Look for a word “How to” or “Get Started”

As you navigate around the website, try to look for word “Basic” or “Get Started”,
because it may contains all the information about the site, its fundamentals and
other stuff regarding how to start.

Most legitimate sites have this “Get Started” page or article, where they
summarize all the information about how to earn, what you need to do to earn
and ways to earn. Get Started page is very crucial to your success, so you need to
find it.

2. Read everything on “Get Started” page or article

Information plays a vital role to your success on the particular you’ve joined for.
But, you can’t acquire information by doing nothing, by just scanning the whole
website. You need to read here, because reading can gives you knowledge or you
can learn from what you have been reading.

Read everything on “Get Started” page or article, can gives you a lot of
information about the site, how you can earn those huge money you dreamed.
Don’t read the first part only, or the second part only, you must read everything,
if there is chapters on it, read every chapters on it. Don’t skip any chapters from
reading because you might miss a one very important information to your
success.

3. Read everything about sites “Compensation Plan” or “How it works” page

Compensation Plan page provides an information about how their members can
earn huge money and what are the ways to earn (If multiple ways) on this
particular site. This will show also, that this particular sites are legitimate because
they provide, how they going their members.

Compensation Plan page maybe long and confusing to read, but you need to read
this because it will surely provide you an idea on how to can make money from
this particular site you recently joined. Just read it slowly, don’t skip on any
information that you feel boring.

4. Visit the sites FORUM

Forum are one of the best to go when, you’ve just recently log in on the site, and
you can there many tips, questions and guides about the site. Also, many

members are in the forum, reading some post and waiting to help other members
of the site.
If, you are in the forum, find some useful post, tips or guides that definitely you
can learn from it. Many long-time members post their own guides or tips, so that
they can help others to achieve success.

Try to post on the forum that you need a help about the site, and I’m pretty sure
that in just couple of minutes or hours, someone will definitely reply on your
recent post to help you around the site.

5. Scan the site, if you can find useful articles

Most sites, put useful articles about success or way to achieve success in a
different page. This may result in to confusion but try to find it, it may have the
vital information in it that will definitely help you to achieve success on the
particular site.

This articles may be written by the founder or other people, which they achieve
success thru it. So, they share it to their members so that their members also
achieve success.

Here the five steps you need to do after logging in to the sites. Just remember,
reading always plays a vital role to your success. Legitimate sites, provides an
information needed to achieve on their sites. The members need to do is to read
those information and put it in action.

For people who self-publish and freelancing only

But those five steps are not applicable if you’re just publishing an ebook to
Amazon Kindle or you’re just doing any freelancing in the internet.
Also, in self-publishing be aware that where ever you publish your ebook, the
formatting varies to different publishing site, so format your ebook according to
your chosen publishing website.
For freelancers, always read about portfolio, because you need it, special when
you are just recently sign up. Most employers, hire freelancers who have built
portfolio in them or have experience. You may have difficulty in the finding an
employers that don’t need any experience at all.

Authors Additional Taught
I’m pretty sure that this chapter enlightens yourself on something, even it not
related online. And you find yourself pondering on this chapter, or tell that I’m
right on something.
See you in the next chapter.

CHAPTER THREE
Set Realistic Goal and Plan

“Without Goals and Plans to reach them, you are like a ship that has
set sail with no destination”

By:
Henry Wadsworth

WOW!, you reach this chapter. I know that my words gives you an interest, so you
continue to read it. Well, in this chapter you might learn something that will
reflect the success in the future.

First thing, we need to do here is to define “What is Goal?”, According to
Wikipedia, “ it is a desired result or possible outcome that a person or
a system envisions, plans and commits to achieve”. As you know, goal is your
expected result or outcome on everything you do.
Earning money online, you need to make a realistic goal here, so that you can
measure yourself whether you achieve it or failed it. But not just setting a goal,
but a realistic one, like if you want to earn just around $500 per month online.
Also, there are two types of goal that you need to set to earn those huge money
online. This are short-term and long-term goals. Short-term goals can be set from
a week up to a six-months. Short terms goal can be achieve in short period of time
with little rewards to achieve.
On the other hand, long-term goals can be achieve from six-months up to couple
of years. Also, long-term goals have more rewards than the short- term goals.
Also, it requires more time and effort to really achieve it. And a lot of patience,
are needed here.

And now, we define first “What is a Plan?”, “a detailed formulation of a program
of action” according to Merriam-Webster dictionary. This means, you need to
make a plan if you want to earn money online, because it will be your basis on
everyday work you made. Plan will help you can find new ways to achieve success
online.
Setting a realistic plan, is like setting a blueprint of your success online and earn
those huge money. You can measure your progress thru the planning you made.
How your progress modes, is it according to your plan or you are behind the
schedule you set in the plan.

The importance of Goal and Plan in earning huge money online

Before putting huge effort to earn money online, understand first the importance
of goal and planning. You should set a goal, like how many months or years
needed to see or achieve success online. This will help you focus every day to
work hard and put a lot time on it. This will also help you work, even if you feel
very tired and want to quit now.
Your question right now might be “Why I need to set a goal and plan?”. You may
be confuse now, about the relation of goal and planning in earning huge money
online.
This are the things to enlighten yourself:

1. Goal and Plan is your time table

Yes, it will be your time table on the site you’ve joined, whether you put a lot of
effort and time to make a progress every day towards success. Every day you
invest your effort and time in the site, will reward you a success in future because
of the goal and plan you set in mind.

2. Goal and Plan will force you to work everyday

This so true, your mind now is being programmed to accomplish the goal whether
it is a short-term or a long-term one, but according to the plan you make.

I’m pretty sure that you don’t want to fail, because it may result in to low esteem
of yourself.

3. Goal and Plan stir you towards success than failure

If you have set a realistic goal and plan, you have a higher on chances to success
than failing. If your goal, to earn $500 per month online and you set plan on how
you achieve that, you will definitely have more success in achieving those $500
per month online.

Many successful people online, have set goal and plans so that, they could track
their progress or path whether they’re nearing to success or nearing to a failure.

Remember, doing something without a goal or plan is just a waste of time. You
are aiming at nothing, and the chances of failure is high. Whether, you set a longterm or short-term goal, you should make plan for it or steps to make your goal
into reality.

(Author’s Additional Taught)
I know that, after you read this chapter, you set your goal and lay your plan for
success (to earn huge money online). Set those realistic goal now, whether it may
take you years, because in the end, only yourself can enjoy the reward.

See you on the next Chapter.
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